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Stimuli-Responsive/Rheoreversible Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids as an Alternative to Support Geothermal and Fossil Energy Production


Cost-effective yet safe creation of high-permeability reservoirs within deep bedrock is the primary challenge for the viability of enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) and unconventional oil/gas recovery. Although fracturing fluids are commonly used for oil/gas, standard fracturing methods are not developed or proven for EGS temperatures and pressures. Furthermore, the environmental impacts of currently used fracturing methods are only recently being determined. Widespread concerns about the environmental contamination have resulted in a number of regulations for fracturing fluids advocating for greener fracturing processes. To enable EGS feasibility and lessen environmental impact of reservoir stimulation, an environmentally benign, CO\textsubscript{2} E activated, rheoreversible fracturing fluid that enhances permeability through fracturing due to in situ volume expansion and gel formation is investigated herein. The chemical mechanism, stability, phase-change behavior, and rheology for a novel polyallylamine (PAA)-CO\textsubscript{2} fracturing fluid was characterized at EGS temperatures and pressures. Hydrogel is formed upon reaction with CO\textsubscript{2}, and this process is reversible (via CO\textsubscript{2} depressurization or solubilizing with a diluted acid) allowing potential removal from the formation and recycling, decreasing environmental impact. Rock obtained from the Coso geothermal field was fractured in laboratory-scale experiments under various EGS temperatures and pressures at significantly (at least an order of magnitude) lower effective stress than standard fracturing fluids, and the fractures were characterized with imaging, permeability measurement, and flow modeling. Although additional work is required to further understand the fluid properties, potential and limitations, this novel fracturing fluid and process represent a potential alternative to conventional fracturing fluids to vastly reduce water usage and the environmental impact of fracturing practices and effectively make EGS production and unconventional oil/gas exploitation cost-effective and cleaner.

Introduction

The urgent need for alternative renewable energy sources is well recognized. Geothermal heat recovery is among the cleanest energy sources, only requiring drilling of a well, a circulation pump and a generator. Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) are reservoirs created by stimulation or fracturing where there is hot rock but insufficient natural permeability. If EGS can be developed, geothermal has promise to become a significant alternative for energy production both within the United States and worldwide.[1, 2] As a renewable energy alternative, geothermal is a stable source with low CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, thus helping to mitigate climate change. However, to our knowledge, no prior EGS project has sustained production at rates greater than 50% of what is needed for economic viability. The reason for a lack of sustained production is the tremendous amounts of fractured-rock surface area for heat exchange and high fluid flow rates needed to sustain EGS.[3] Indeed, the primary limitation for commercial EGS is the current inability to cost-effectively create high-permeability reservoirs from impermeable, crystalline rock located within the 900–4000 m depth range in a temperature range of 150 - 400 °C.[2] Recent advances in hydraulic fracturing techniques and horizontal drilling represent a key driver for EGS development. This is not different from unconventional oil and gas exploitation where hydraulic fracturing has been implemented in over 52,000 oil and gas wells across the U.S. to extract more than 50 years’ worth of unconventional domestic fossil fuels as conventionally recoverable reserves decline.[4-6]

Hydraulic fracturing processes utilize brute force, hydraulic pressure, from millions of gallons of water per well that are pumped down the wellbore at high pressures to create a network of cracks in the source rock. Three different concepts exist for hydraulic stimulation of a reservoir, depending on rock, formation and fluid properties namely hydraulic proppant fracturing (HPF), water...
fracturing (WF), and hybrid fracturing (HF). HF employs highly viscous gels with high proppant concentrations creating highly conductive, but relatively short fractures in a permeable reservoir. The fracture connects the well and the reservoir and reduces permeability impairments in the direct vicinity of the well (commonly referred to as skin), which results in a productivity increase. After fracture generation and proppant pack emplacement are completed, the well is shut-in for some time to allow the fluid to leakoff into the formation and the pressure declines. During this shut-in phase, the fracture closes partially fixing the proppant pack in place.[7] The second fracturing approach, WF consist of introducing water containing friction-reducing chemicals (slick water) partially with added low proppant concentration (mainly sieved sand) to create long and narrow fractures. WF treatment aims at connecting reservoir parts at some distance from the bore hole. In addition in-flow area is maximized by connecting the well to a network of natural joints. In geothermal hot dry rock applications, WF treatments are applied to connect two wells in a tight hard rock (e.g. granite).[8] The HF method consists on a number of combinations of fracture stimulations using cross-linked gels, linear gels, and slick water fluids. Hybrid fracturing combines the advantages of HF and WF treatments by combining an initial slick water phase to create the fracture geometry. This process is then followed by a cross-linked gel treatment that allows carrying the proppant load to the far end of the induced fracture. The geometry of the created fracture network differs from that of a conventional HF stimulation design. For example, the fractures are considerably longer compared to HF and the effective propped fracture length is higher.[9] Proppants commonly used in unconventional (tight) oil and gas recovery include sand and ceramic beads while in geothermal systems bauxite and resin-coated bauxite and ceramics are the standard due to their high thermal stability.[10-12] Rheological modifiers, which account for approximately 1 wt% of the fracturing fluid, include gellants (0.5%) to suspend proppants, acids (0.07%) to dissolve minerals and initiate fractures, corrosion inhibitors (0.05%), friction reducers (0.05%) to lubricate fissures, clay control (0.034%), crosslinkers (0.032%), scale inhibitors (0.023%), breakers (to delay breakdown of the gels, 0.02%), iron control modifiers (0.004%), and biocides (0.001%).[13] Among the industry standard practices, surfactants and macromonomers (e.g. sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS] or xanthan gum) are employed to retard fracture pressures. Although in small concentration, there have been fears that the additives could contaminate surface aquifers.

We postulate that a stimuli-responsive fracturing fluid that can mediate a stimulated (chemically-activated) expansion in confined environments could provide a controllable increase of hydraulic pressure to aid in fracturing processes. In situ controlling of the rheological properties of the fracturing fluid would dramatically enhance permeability increase in EGS. The challenge in developing such reactive hydraulic fracturing fluids is that the material has to be nontoxic and inexpensive, and the chemical stimulus must be readily available. CO₂-activated materials could be the answer in developing these novel fracturing fluids, as CO₂ is nontoxic, inexpensive, and readily available as trapped gas inside geological strata. Additionally, key process infrastructure is available as it is currently used for similar technologies such as enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Furthermore, rheoreversibility (e.g., liquid to gel and gel to liquid) would make these materials easy to recover from the formation, which would decrease potential environmental impact and, as importantly, the resulting increase in flow rates and heat transfer would accelerate geothermal energy production.

The objective of this study is to reduce environmental impact yet enhance the economic viability of EGS by developing a CO₂-activated hydraulic fracturing fluid to be used for reservoir creation and fracture stimulation. We introduce for the first time in this field proof of concept towards the development of a novel and potentially recyclable hydraulic fracturing fluid that undergoes a chemically-induced large and very rapid volume expansion with a simultaneous increase in viscosity triggered by CO₂ at temperatures relevant for reservoir stimulation in EGS. The volume expansion, which will specifically occur at EGS depths of interest, generates an exceptionally high “spike” in the fluid pressure and resulting mechanical stress in fracture networks of highly impermeable rock enabling the initiation of fractures at effective stress at least an order of magnitude lower than current technology. Although there are reports on CO₂-induced formation of hydrogels, [18-26] the reported fracturing fluid shows for the first time a stimuli-responsive large and reversible volume expansion which occurs at temperatures and pressures relevant to EGS. The proposed fluid addresses two of the potential environmental aspects of subsurface fracturing processes.

The first one is the number and concentration of chemical additives introduced in the water with the potential ground and aquifer contamination. This fracturing fluid decreases the number of chemical additives introduced in the subsurface such as rheology modifiers (e.g. xanthan gum, surfactants, gels), biocides (e.g. chlorine) and corrosion inhibitors (e.g. formic acid). These additives will not be required due to the modulated volume and viscosity of the fracturing fluid as well as to its antioxidant[27] and biocide nature.[28] The second environmental issue is the impact of produced waste water due to the millions of gallons of water used during stimulation processes. The CO₂-triggered volume expansion, as it will be discussed later, reduces the energy requirements for fracture creation/propagation (reducing greenhouse gas emissions) due to the pressure spike created in confined environments that aids to the hydraulic pressure. In addition, the rheoreversible properties of the fluid will facilitate fracture clean-up. As a result, the use of surfactants (such as SDS), cross linkers and breakers will not be required. Furthermore, as will be described later, due to the rheoreversible nature of the fracturing fluid this fluid can be
recovered as an aqueous solution or emulsion and recycled. This is another big benefit of this technology which makes it more environmentally friendly than current fracturing practices.

Three control experiments were performed at identical pressure/temperature conditions. These were pure water, 1 wt% aqueous solutions of SDS and 1 wt% aqueous solutions of xanthan gum. When CO$_2$ was introduced into m 1 wt% aqueous solutions of xanthan gum, 1 wt% aqueous solutions of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and pure water, the solutions showed no obvious volume expansion, viscosity increase (with exception of SDS that showed a slight viscosity increase) or fracture creation/propagation on EGS rock cores. The reported fracturing fluid technology could replace currently used chemicals and make EGS competitive with hydrocarbons in the energy market and unconventional oil/gas exploitation cost-effective and cleaner. The assessment of key physical and thermodynamic property changes at the elevated temperature and pressure ranges required for EGS operations demonstrates that the hydrogel is stable at temperatures as high as 400 °C representing an excellent candidate for reservoir stimulation in EGS. The hydrogels form with a concomitantly significantly rapid (seconds) volume expansion and increase in viscosity, and the process is completely reversible. Laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing experiments on rock cores from a geothermal field (the Coso geothermal reservoir) were successfully conducted using an aqueous polyallylamine (PAA)-CO$_2$ fluid system and conventional fracturing fluids, demonstrating the potential of this new technology.

**Experimental**

**High-pressure (HP), high-temperature (HT) experimental setup**
The experimental system consisted of a HP cell (internal volume: 11 mL, max. pressure: ~830 atm, max. temperature: ~400 °C) manufactured by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, an HP generator (standard laboratory model, High Pressure Equipment Company), a syringe pump (Teledyne Isco, model 2620D), as well as a camera (Panasonic) and a monitor (Sony) (Fig. S1). The HP cell was covered by insulation (Thermo Craft Insulation) and was heated using a hot plate (Corning, model PC-420D). The temperature was monitored using a thermocouple (Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company; max. temperature: 1700 °C, accuracy: ±2 °C) connected to a thermocouple controller (Parr Instrument Co., Parr 4843; operating range: 0–800 °C, accuracy: ±2 °C). The pressure of the cell was monitored using two pressure gauges (Span Instruments: 0–200 atm, accuracy: ±1% full scale; WIKA Instrument: 0–670 atm, accuracy: ±0.5% full scale), which were connected to the HP generator and the HP cell. The HP cell has three Sapphire windows, one on the top and two on the sides (Fig. S2). A small stirring bar was added to stir the polymer solution at 160 rpm. The camera monitoring through a window was used to determine the volume change and observe changes in phase behavior during the reaction with CO$_2$ at HP and HT conditions.

**Rheology monitoring of polymer-CO$_2$ fluids for reservoir stimulation in EGS**

To select a polymer that can react with CO$_2$ in aqueous media and transition to a volume-expanding viscous hydrogel at pressure and temperature conditions found in EGS, four polymers (Gelest Inc. and Sigma Aldrich) were tested over a range of HP and HT conditions after 20 times dilution with deionized water (DIW) (Table S1). The tested polymers include 3 [2-(Aminooethyl)amino]propylmethoxysiloxane dimethylsiloxane copolymer with 2–4% amino content, 3 aminopropylmethoxysiloxane-dimethylsiloxane copolymer with 6–7% amino content, 3 aminopropyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane with 3.2–3.8% amino content, and poly(allylamine) solution (average MW ~17,000, 20 wt% in H$_2$O). Before adding a polymer solution to the HP cell, the cell was heated to approximately 350–370°C (calibrated internal temperature; Fig. S3). The diluted polymer solution was then added to the HP cell using a HP generator (standard laboratory model, High Pressure Equipment Company) up to ~40–50% of total cell volume. After equilibration of the polymer solution at the internal temperature of 353–372°C, CO$_2$ was injected into the cell by opening a valve connected to a syringe pump at 110 atm. The CO$_2$ pressure was increased in 10 atm steps until the pressure in the cell reached 300 atm. After equilibrating the system (i.e. no CO$_2$ flow and pressure variation) at 300 atm for ~10 minutes, the heat was turned off. As the temperature decreased to below 200°C, the venting valve connected to the pressure cell was slowly opened and the reacted polymer solution was collected into a 20-mL vial. After CO$_2$ was all vented from the HP cell, DIW was added to the cell to remove any remaining polymer solution and clean the inside. The cleaning procedure was repeated several times before a new experiment. Additional experiments on the reaction between 1 wt% PAA solution and CO$_2$ were conducted at internal temperatures ranging from approximately 60 to 400°C and pressures between 110 and 300 atm to understand the effects of temperature and pressure on the rheology of the PAA solution during the reaction with CO$_2$. The HP cell was filled with 1 wt% PAA solution up to ~40–50% of the total cell volume (the level in the window indicated the filling percent) before injecting CO$_2$ at a range of internal temperatures, namely 58, 127, 196, 265, 333, and 402°C. Prior to the CO$_2$ injection, the internal pressure of the HP cell containing PAA solution was below 1 atm at temperatures of 58–196 °C, and approximately 40, 70, and 150 atm at temperatures of 265, 333, and 402°C, respectively.

**Viscosity measurements**
The rheology properties of the 1 wt% PAA solution, the 1 wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution (control experiment), and the 0.1% xanthan gum solution (control experiment) at constant temperature (190°C) and incremental CO$_2$ pressure (up to 135 atm) were determined using an Anton Paar Physica MCR101 rheometer equipped with a C-PTD200 Pelletier temperature control system and a pressure cell (CC2S/PR150, temperature and pressure limits 200°C and 140 atm). Xanthan gum was diluted 10 times with respect to the other two compounds in order to begin the analysis with similar viscosity values to PAA and SDS 1 wt%. The rheology of a DIW and CO$_2$ mixture under similar temperature and pressure conditions (another control experiment) was also determined for comparison to the fluid systems.

Before rheology measurement, the measuring system and the pressure cell were coupled and the rheometer motor was adjusted. A bearing/air check was conducted to evaluate the conditions and performances of the bearings in the head of the pressure cell. For the measurement, the pressure cell (vol. = 26 mL) was first preheated to 90°C. Water or a chemical solution (13 mL) was then injected into the cell through a port and the temperature increased to 190°C. The cell was sealed and CO$_2$ was injected into the cell using a syringe pump in steps of about 6 atm to a final pressure of 135 atm with minimum variation in temperature. The rheology measurement at a fixed shear rate (100 s$^{-1}$) was started immediately after CO$_2$ was introduced. Finally, a measurement of viscosity as a function of shear rate from 3 to 120 s$^{-1}$ was conducted at 190°C and 135 atm on all fluid mixtures.

**In situ HP and HT magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR) analysis**
In situ HP MAS-\(^{13}\)C NMR analysis has been previously described by our group.\(^{29,30}\) Briefly, specially machined HP rotors of 7.5 mm outer diameter (OD) and 6.0 mm inner diameter (ID) and with a sample capacity of 450 µL were used. These rotors were equipped with a valve to allow controlled exposure of the sample to pressurized CO\(_2\). Firstly, and in order to optimize experimental conditions, supercritical CO\(_2\) (scCO\(_2\)) at 150°C and 120 bar was injected and its NMR spectrum collected. The rotor was then purged and 200 µL of a 1 wt% PAA solution was introduced. The rotor was sealed and scCO\(_2\) at 72°C and 86 atm was injected. In situ NMR spectra of the fluid system were collected in the temperature range of 72–154°C. The HP-MAS sample rotor was loaded into a previously described HP NMR rotor reaction chamber (internal volume: 27mls)\(^{29}\) and was temperature regulated within a temperature controlled oven (+0.1°C, Thermal Product Solutions, Model DC-256) and monitored by two independent thermocouples within the HP-MAS rotor reaction chamber. Pressure transducers in a dual 260 mL syringe pump (Teledyne-ISCO-model 260D) reported pressure with a pressure resolution of ±1 psi. For the NMR investigation, before the HP-MAS sample rotor was loaded into the HP-MAS rotor, research grade 99% \(^{13}\)C-labeled CO\(_2\) gas (Sigma-Aldrich/Isotech) was mixed with high purity natural abundance CO\(_2\) at a ratio of 1:9, corresponding to a net isotope enrichment of 10%. After careful pre-purging of the reaction chamber and rotor headspace, 10% \(^{13}\)C-labeled CO\(_2\) was then pressurized to 86 atm (1250 psi) and equilibrated at 72°C. The 1 wt% PAA solution and the rotor valve were sealed under pressure after equilibration for 15 minutes, and then transferred to an Agilent-Varian VNMRS spectrometer equipped with an 89-mm bore 7.05 T magnet. Temperature was maintained during transfer in specially constructed sample holders. All the \(^{13}\)C NMR measurements were performed on an Agilent-Varian 300 MHz VNMRS spectrometer at 75.43 MHz Larmor frequency using a double-resonance 7.5 mm MAS probe capable of 7.0 kHz maximum spinning frequency, in conjunction with a commercially available variable-temperature stack. Using a solid-state \(^{13}\)C NMR high-power decoupling single pulse (SP) experiment, all \(^{13}\)C MAS spectra were collected with a spinning rate of 1.0 kHz, with a 2.0 µsec \(^{13}\)C pulse width (45° flip angle), 5 sec recycle delay, 120–1000 transients were accumulated over a temperature range of 72–154°C. \(^{13}\)C T1 saturation recovery experiments validated the 5 sec recycle time as appropriate. A power level for \(^1H\) decoupling of 31.2 kHz with two-pulse phase-modulated decoupling was employed during \(^{13}\)C signal acquisition (300 msec). 15,000 real points were collected and zero filled to 64,000 points over a 50 kHz sweep width. Spectral apodization using Lorentzian line broadening of 40 Hz and gaussian function of 0.01 Hz was applied before Fourier transformation. The C chemical shifts were referenced using an external standard, adamantane (37.85 ppm).

Hydraulic fracturing experiments

A laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing experiment was performed using rock cores from the Coso geothermal field in California. Rock samples consisted of Mesozoic diorite metamorphosed to greenschist facies. The raw sample material was cut into small cylindrical rock cores (1.59 cm diameter and 5.08 cm length) and a centered hole (0.32 cm diameter and 2.54 cm deep) was drilled from the top of the cylinder. Stainless steel tubing (0.16 cm OD, High Pressure Equipment Company) was introduced 0.64 cm into the hole leaving an internal dead volume of ~200 µL in the rock core (Fig. S4). The connection was sealed with Portland cement slurry (water-to-cement ratio = 0.4), and was cured for over a week. The cement sealing was to prevent any communication between the external fluid (water) used to apply the desired confining pressure and the internal dead volume in the rock core during the course of the experiment. The cemented rock core (total diameter ~2.4 cm) was introduced into the flow reactor (2.64 cm ID, temperature rating: 427°C, pressure rating: 670 atm; High Pressure Equipment Company), the reactor capped, and the tubing communicating with the rock core connected to the HP system via a three-way valve. This valve was used to deliver polymer solution or CO\(_2\). The reactor was heated using heating tape, and temperature was monitored with a thermocouple (Parr Instrument Co., Parr 4843; operating range: 0–800°C, accuracy: ±2°C) and a thermocouple (Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company; max. temperature: 1700°C, accuracy: ±2°C) attached to the surface of the reactor (Fig. S5 and Fig. S6). Preliminary experiments demonstrated that the temperature inside the reactor is essentially the same as the reactor surface temperature at equilibrium. A vacuum pump was used to remove any air and moisture present in the system before introducing approximately 200 µL of a given solution (1 wt% PAA, 1 wt% SDS, or DIW). After the reactor target temperature was reached (210°C), water was injected into the empty space of the reactor using a manual pump to increase confining pressure and time was allowed for the reactor temperature to reach 210°C. In order to simplify the experimental setup, the rock sample was maintained under a confining pressure equal to the overburden pressure (or vertical stress). This case corresponds to the isotropic stress regime in actual subsurface conditions where no tectonic forces are acting and where the two horizontal stresses are equal to the vertical stress. CO\(_2\) pressure and confining pressure were monitored using two pressure gauges (pressure range 0–670 atm, High Pressure Equipment Company). Equalization of both pressures was an indication of communication between the rock core and the confining fluid (water) by fracture formation. The confining pressure was first increased to 68 atm, immediately followed by introducing 200 µL of 1 wt% PAA solution and 68 atm of CO\(_2\) inside the core sample via the three-way valve at constant temperature. Then, the confining pressure was raised to 136 atm followed by a similar increment in CO\(_2\) pressure to equalize confining pressure and rock core pressure once again. This procedure was repeated until confining pressure and rock internal pressure reached 204 atm. By maintaining the confining pressure at 204 atm, the pressure at the rock core was gradually increased with CO\(_2\) from 204 atm in intervals of 1 atm until we observed an increase in the confining pressure equalizing the internal rock core pressure due to pressure communication between the internal and external fluids. Finally, the system was slowly depressurized and cooled before the rock core was removed from the flow reactor. For comparison fracturing experiments using DIW/CO\(_2\) and SDS 1 wt%/CO\(_2\) were also performed (control experiments). After removing the cement sealing cast, the rock core was subjected to a CO\(_2\) leakage test (~6–7 atm pressure), injection of KI (potassium iodide; 0.3 mg/L) solution, and X-ray microtomography (XMT) scanning to examine the formation and distribution of fractures. An additional experiment was conducted at a higher confining pressure (272 atm) and a similar temperature of ~210°C in order to generate larger volume expansion with 1 wt% PAA and CO\(_2\), following the same procedure described above.

X-ray microtomography analysis

XMT scans were performed at 120 keV and 160 µA for optimum image quality and contrast. The samples were rotated continuously during the scans with momentary stops to collect each projection (shuttling mode) and minimize ring artifacts. A total of 3142 projections were collected over 360 degrees with 0.5-second
exposure time and 4 frames per projection. Image voxel size varied from 30–35 µ depending on specimen dimensions. Separate scans for the top, middle, and bottom of a rock core (Coso 2-2) decreased image voxel size to 15 µm. The images were reconstructed to obtain three-dimensional datasets using CT Pro 3D (Metris XT 2.2, Nikon Metrology, UK). For rock sample Coso 2-2, the two parts after fracturing were exactly matched and taped previous to XMT analysis.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling of hydraulic fractures

CFD simulations were performed to visualize hydraulic fractures and compute the bulk permeability. Detailed description of XMT image segmentation, mesh generation and fluid flow simulations can be found elsewhere.[31, 32] Briefly, the XMT images were filtered using edge-preserving hybrid median filter to remove high frequency noise and the background was normalized to remove any low frequency noise. Intensity thresholds followed by manual validation was performed to identify the fracture boundaries. An isosurface from the segmented data was extracted using a variant of marching cube algorithm[33] and smoothed using volume conserving smoothing.[34] The isosurface was imported in Magics (Materialise, Plymouth, MI, USA) to clean up any intersecting and overlapping triangles and also to create a flat inlet surface for boundary condition specification as it will be shown in the results and discussion section. The outlet boundary in this case was circular representing the interface between the hydraulic fracture in the rock sample and surrounding cement packing. Lagrit-PNNL was used to adapt the triangulated mesh to gradient limited feature size for further scale-invariant meshing.[35] The gradient limited feature size guaranteed a minimum of six tetrahedral elements spanning the narrowest region in the mesh. The volume mesh was produced using the Delaunay approach and to improve the quality of the tetrahedral mesh, a combination of edge flipping and volume-conserving smoothing was used. The final volume mesh consisted of 964480 vertices, 10022727 faces and 4869231 tetrahedral elements. OpenFOAM (OpenCFD Ltd., Reading, UK), was used to solve the steady state simulation. The flow predictions were based upon the laminar, 3-D, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for fluid mass and momentum:

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0 \]

\[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{u} = -\nabla p + \frac{\rho}{\mu} \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} \]

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity, \( \mathbf{u} \) is the fluid velocity vector, and \( p \) is the pressure.

For all CFD simulations, water at 50°C temperature was considered to be the working fluid (i.e. the fluid that is injected after reservoir completion for heat extraction for energy generation purposes), with a density of 989.15 kg/m³ and a kinematic viscosity of 5.53×10⁻⁷ m²/s. The model was driven by a predetermined bulk flow rate and pressure gradient by setting the velocity magnitude of 0.1 m/s and a density of 989.15 kg/m³.

The intrinsic permeability was calculated using the Darcy’s law as given below:

\[ q = -k/\mu \times \nabla P \]

where \( q \) is the flux (m/s), \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity of fluid (water at 50°C = 5.47×10⁻⁴ Pa•s), and \( \nabla P \) is the pressure gradient vector (Pa/m).

Results and discussion

CO₂-induced hydrogel formation and fluid volume expansion

The basic concept of this work is to develop reversible CO₂-expanding hydrogels as hydraulic fracturing fluids using CO₂ entrained inside geological formation. Switching to gel from soluble surfactant using CO₂ within the geologic formation during hydraulic fracturing could increase the fluid volume which in turn can provide pressure increases of the fracturing fluid in situ. This process may create new fractures and/or extend fracture propagation further into the formation, assuming the hydrogels would form and stabilize at such high temperatures and pressures.

There has been a recent surge in CO₂-reactive materials ranging from solvents, surfaces, catalysts and gels, some of which utilize CO₂ as a chemical trigger.[18, 23, 36-41] Conventional CO₂-reactive liquids degrade thermally and by hydrolysis under geothermal conditions,[18, 23, 38, 39] thus it was required to choose thermally and chemically stable CO₂-reactive polymers. Weiss and others had demonstrated that polyamines, such as amine-functionalized polysiloxanes (PSI), react with CO₂ to form gels at room temperature in a number of organic solvents.[36-38, 42] The group showed that such gels increase their volume and change their rheological properties with CO₂ activation. The gel could then be reversed by removing CO₂ thermally at temperatures as low as 80 °C or by stripping the CO₂ with pH modification.[37, 40] However, these gels (and the resulting volume expansion) did not form in water. To the best of our knowledge there is no report on CO₂-triggered formation of hydrogels resulting in volume expansion in water, which limits dramatically the application of these CO₂-reactive polymers.

In this work four polymers were proposed as potential candidates for reversible CO₂-expanding hydrogels (Table S1) at geothermal temperatures. Aqueous solutions of PAA were the only polymer solutions that successfully formed a viscous hydrogel with corresponding volume expansions in the range of 80–150% during their reaction with CO₂. This is a significant finding, not only because for the first time a CO₂-triggered expanding hydrogel was obtained but also because this hydrogel was stable at temperatures as high as 400 °C (limited by the reactor used). The DOE recently released a report on US EGS which included temperature ranges between 160 °C and 380 °C. Our fluids then represent excellent candidates for reservoir stimulation in EGS since they reproducibly form hydrogels in a temperature range of 196–402°C and CO₂ pressures between 130–300 atm (Fig. S7). The hydrogels formed with a concomitant volume expansion and increase in viscosity (observed by the decrease in fluid convection and movement in the high pressure view cell). Furthermore, this process is reversible as it is described in a later section. In contrast, the other three polymers examined exhibited liquid-like behavior independently of the pressure/temperature conditions.
Unlike DIW, the 1 wt% PAA solution showed volume expansions of 80%, 85% and 60% after the first, second, and third recycle experiments at 300 atm and 330°C forming a hydrogel in all three cases and at CO₂ pressures as low as 150 atm (Fig. S9). These results illustrate the reversibility of the hydrogel formation and solubilization. During in situ fracturing, the removal of the hydrogel through this rheo-reversible behavior would occur upon either CO₂ depressurization or the introduction of a diluted acid. [38] Bauxite particles or other proppant delivered during fracturing would be used to support fractures after hydrogel removal. [10-12, 43, 44]

These results demonstrate that PAA can be recycled from a gel to an aqueous solution of PAA without irreversible impact on its rheological properties. This is another key feature of these fracturing fluids for mainly two reasons. It suggests that PAA can be removed as an aqueous solution after reservoir depletion and reused dramatically reducing potential environmental impacts and costs during EGS reservoir stimulation given the fact that the process generates millions of gallons of waste water with a large number of chemicals (including hydrocarbons such as benzene, inorganic acids, xanthan gum, ethylene glycol, isopropanol, citric acid, N,N-dimethylformamide, and ammonium persulfate). Additionally, it would accelerate energy production by increasing flow rates and heat transfer.

**Viscosity behavior of PAA-CO₂ mixture**

Compared to DIW-CO₂, aqueous xanthan-CO₂ and aqueous SDS-CO₂ systems (all control experiments), aqueous PAA-CO₂ fluids appeared to have the highest viscosity and the best rheological performance under the tested conditions. Viscosity of the DIW-CO₂ mixture as a function of pressure is shown in Fig. S10. Viscosity was measured at a shear rate of 100 s⁻¹ and a temperature of 190°C. The viscosity values were relatively constant independently of CO₂ pressure (1–2 cP at 135 atm). Fig. S11 (A1, A2 and A3) compares the viscosity of aqueous PAA-CO₂, aqueous xanthan-CO₂, and SDS-CO₂ mixtures at shear rate of 100 s⁻¹ and 190°C as a function of CO₂ pressure (left plots). The viscosity of the PAA-CO₂ system increases from ~1 cP to 15 cP after CO₂ pressure reached its maximum (instrument limited), 135 atm. This behavior is not observed for xanthan-CO₂ mixture (maximum viscosity 3 cP). In SDS-CO₂ mixtures a somewhat larger viscosity increase was observed with CO₂ pressure (maximum viscosity 6–7 cP) but significantly lower than in the case of PAA-CO₂ mixtures. It is important to mention that all solutions had similar (1–2 cP) viscosity values at 190 °C previous to injecting CO₂. Nevertheless, viscosities of the PAA-CO₂ system were at least 2.5 times higher than the alternative currently used fluids. The viscosity vs. shear rate plots of the fluid systems show shear-thinning behavior in all three mixtures (Fig. S11; B1, B2, B3). Once again the PAA-CO₂ system shows significantly higher viscosity values independently of shear rate. In addition, viscosity values of PAA-CO₂ were an order of magnitude higher at 10 s⁻¹ shear rate than the viscosities measured at 100 s⁻¹ shear rate. These results are of great significance and in agreement with the observed volume expansions of PAA-CO₂ given the temperature and pressure limitations of the rheometer.

**In situ Spectroscopic Characterization of PAA-CO₂ mixture**

Spectroscopic evidence in situ was needed to validate the gel formation and any potential degradation mechanisms. The first spectroscopic characterization of CO₂-reactive gels with PAA was demonstrated ex situ by Carretti et al. [36] They showed that the reaction profile for gel formation is initiated when CO₂ reacts with the pendant amines in PAA to initially form carbamate salts, which
then condense to form the corresponding urea, cross-linking the polymer chains. It was believed that the same reaction pathway would be observed under deep geothermal conditions but it was unclear whether carbamates could survive at HT or if the gel would decompose as amines reacted with CO$_2$, because carbamate or bicarbonate releases CO$_2$ at temperatures $>120^\circ$C [41]. It was hypothesized that the immense pressures of CO$_2$ could force carbamate formation even at 300°C, but evidence was needed to validate gel formation under deep geothermal conditions. 

$^{13}$C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was performed in situ to observe the gel formation via speciation of CO$_2$ and PAA. $^{13}$C NMR was chosen for this study as there is a high signal-to-noise ratio due to the absence of carbons in the bulk solvent (water), and distinct chemical shifts for carbamates and bicarbonates (155–161 ppm) and dissolved CO$_2$ (125 ppm). Furthermore, MAS-NMR was performed to probe the speciation of CO$_2$ with the PAA solutions under HT and HP because MAS allows for increased resolution and line narrowing of polymers compared to conventional solution phase NMR. The in situ HP MAS-NMR sample was 200 $\mu$L of 1 wt% PAA (40% volume of rotor to allow for potential expansion) prepared in specially machined rotors (7.5 mm OD and 6mm ID) [30] equipped with a valve to allow controlled exposure of the sample to pressurized gas. The sample rotor was loaded into a previously described HP NMR rotor reaction chamber capability. [29] The $^{13}$C NMR spectra shown in Fig. 2 were obtained at temperatures of 99°C, 127°C and 154°C (A, B, C), which correspond to pressures of 103 bar, 121 bar and 138 bar, respectively, based on previous experiments in the HP cell under analogous conditions. The temperature series of preliminary NMR data suggest the speciation of CO$_2$ can be confirmed in situ. Spectrum A (Fig. 2)

![Fig. 2. 13C SP-MAS spectra of 1 wt% PAA solution exposed to 10% 13C-labeled scCO2: A: at a temperature of 99°C and a pressure of 103 bar, B: at 127°C and 121 bar, and C: at 154°C and 138 bar using a sample spinning rate of 1.0 kHz. These spectra were acquired with H high power decoupling using a total of 120, 120 and 1000 scans, respectively, with a recycle delay time of 5 s. The 13C chemical shifts were referenced using an external reference, adamantane (37.85 ppm).](image)

shows a single peak at 161 ppm (believed to be the carbamate/carboxylic acid species) similar to the results of Carretti et al. [36] This peak then transitions into two peaks (Fig. 2, Spectra B and C) of 158 and 162 ppm (potentially overlapped signals), which we assign to the PAA bicarbonate and the cross-linked urea, respectively. The weathering of these peaks indicates the CO$_2$ follows the same reaction profile observed by Carretti et al [36] albeit at higher temperatures and pressure, with no signs of decomposition of the PAA (at 127°C and 121 bar). The results of this MAS study are similar to reports of CO$_2$ adsorption reactions with functionalized amines in nanoporous materials albeit performed ex situ (studies in which the relevant high pressures were not maintained during NMR observation). [45] Current equipment limitations prevent NMR measurements at the conditions described above; however, refinement of the rotor technology is underway to achieve the 300 bar, 300°C target.

**Hydraulic fracturing of rock cores from the Coso geothermal field**

Five rock cores from the Coso geothermal field (~490 m depth) were subjected to hydraulic fracturing at ~210°C using 1 wt% PAA and CO$_2$ (Coso 1-1, Coso 1-2 and Coso 2-2), 1 wt% SDS and CO$_2$ (Coso 1-3), and DIW and CO$_2$ (Coso 1-4), the later ones as control experiments. XMT images obtained on the total volumes of the rock cores prior to the experiment indicate that there was no obvious indication of pre-existing fractures at the maximum resolution of the instrument (XMT image voxel size = 30–35 $\mu$m; Fig. S12).

**Rock samples Coso 1-3 and Coso 1-4 (control experiments)**

Hydraulic fracturing experiments with 1 wt% SDS + CO$_2$ and DIW + CO$_2$ showed pressure equalization, as an indication of communication between the rock internal dead volume and the confining fluid, at very slow rate (> 3 min) and at pressure differentials (between fracturing fluid pressure and confining pressure) as high as 50 atm which suggests that CO$_2$ flow to the external confining fluid occurred not through fractures created on the rock core but probably through the cement pores of the shell surrounding the rock core as well as the cement-stainless steel tubing seal. After the experiment, the rock core was removed from the flow reactor and the cement seal was detached from the rock core. CO$_2$ leakage was not observed on the rock cores Coso 1-3 and Coso 1-4 when CO$_2$ was injected at 5 atm, verifying no fracture formation and/or propagation in the rock occurred by either aqueous SDS-CO$_2$ or DIW-CO$_2$ fluid systems (Fig. S13).

**Rock samples Coso 1-1 and Coso 1-2**

Experiments performed on samples Coso 1-1 and Coso 1-2 employing 200 $\mu$L of 1 wt% aqueous PAA consistently showed communication (fluid flow) between the internal fluid (CO$_2$/aqueous PAA) and the external confining fluid at effective stress as low as 4 atm followed by rapid (~30 sec) internal and external pressure equilibrium. After the experiment, CO$_2$ was injected into the rock core at 5 atm to verify the presence of fractures connected to the external surface of the sample. CO$_2$ leakage was immediate and profuse on rock samples Coso 1-1 and 1-2 subjected to hydraulic fracturing with 1 wt% aqueous PAA and CO$_2$ (Fig. S13) and occurred within the top 2.54 cm of the rock core, consistent with the location of the center hole (2.54 cm depth) where the hydraulic fracturing fluid was injected (Fig. S14).

The results suggest that fracturing of a crystalline rock core at the above experimental conditions is only possible with PAA-CO$_2$ hydraulic fracturing fluid. Based on the rheology behavior of aqueous PAA-CO$_2$ fluid as a function of temperature (Fig. 1), aqueous PAA-CO$_2$ fluid is unlikely to form a gel at the experimental temperatures and pressures described above (210°C, 200-340 atm). Nonetheless, the aqueous PAA-CO$_2$ fluid generated fractures on the highly impermeable rock samples due to the CO$_2$-induced volume
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expansion in a confined environment combined with rapid increase in fluid viscosity (Figs. 1 and 3). However, due to the resolution limit (voxel resolution = ~30-35 μm) of the instrument XMT analysis was only able to identify the presence of local fractures with no connection to the external surface, even though the presence of fractures was evidenced by flowing CO₂ through the rock core (Fig. S13). These results indicate that the aperture of some of the fractures was smaller than 30 μm, and although they were large enough to allow fluid to flow through them, it was difficult to establish a clear map of the fracture network created. KI solution (0.3 g/mL), which attenuates X-rays, was injected into the fractured rock cores (Coso 1-1 and 1-2) at 7 atm N₂ pressure. Seepage of KI solution was observed from the regions where CO₂ leakage occurred at 7 atm CO₂ applied pressure (Fig. S15). Based on the observed seepage velocity of ~0.4 mm/s at a pressure gradient of 6 atm (7 atm at the inlet and 1 atm at the outlet), the intrinsic permeability of the fractures formed on Coso 1-2 was calculated using Darcy’s law to be approximately 5 × 10⁻¹³ m² (5 mD), which is comparable to the typical permeability of sandstone reservoir rocks [46]. After the injection of KI solution, the rock cores were scanned by XMT. However, no obvious fractures (e.g., bright lines due to KI filling) were visible, except for the bright regions on the outside surface of the rock cores where KI solution had leaked out (Fig. S16). The results suggest that most of the fractures formed by PAA and CO₂ are microfractures with aperture size <30 μm. Given the fact that 1 wt% PAA solution at the temperature and CO₂ pressures employed in the fracturing experiments shows volume expansion with no gel formation, higher temperatures and/or pressures may need to be applied to potentially create larger fractures that can be visualized by XMT analysis. Nevertheless, successful and reproducible hydraulic fracturing was demonstrated at significantly low effective stress, between 4 to 6 atm, while conventional fluids were not able to create fractures at considerably higher pressures applied.

**Rock sample Coso 2-2**

In order to increase the fluid viscosity and volume expansion in constrained environments one additional fracturing experiment with 1 wt% PAA solution was carried out at higher pressure. In this case, the temperature was similar to the temperature of the previous experiments (210°C) but the external confining pressure was nearly 70 atm higher (272 atm). Then, gradually increasing the internal fluid pressure to 279 atm (just 7 atm above the confining pressure) resulted in immediate equilibration of external and internal pressure (1.2 sec) which was caused by the complete rupture and separation of the cemented rock core (Coso 2-2) into two parts (Fig. 3). The separation took place near the top end of the rock core where the fracturing fluid was introduced. XMT images displayed that both rock and cement seal surrounding the tubing were fractured by the PAA-CO₂ fluid at 7 atm effective stress (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). In addition, along the fractures formed in the cement seal, a zone with light color (<~0.5 mm thick) was formed (Fig. 4). This is attributed to CaCO₃ precipitation in cement pores during the reaction between cement and CO₂ fluid flowing out to the external confining fluid through the large fractures [47]. Control experiments with pure water/CO₂ and SDS 1wt% and CO₂ under identical pressure/temperature conditions showed no fracture creation even at differential pressures as high as 50 atm. It is important to note that the expected high localized pressures originated by volume expansion were not detected with the pressure transducers. This is due to the very small volumes of PAA-based fluid introduced (300 μL) and the size of the resulting fractures (20-30 μm x ~1 cm length) which are insignificant volumes when compared to the dead volumes of the rest of the system including the pumps. Nevertheless, from the outcome of fracturing experiments observed on control experiments, the results demonstrate that the volume expansion in confined environments seems to be the source of large localized effective pressures and the resulting fractures formation.

**Fig. 3.** Top. Pictures of Coso 2-2 core retrieved after hydraulic fracturing experiment. Both rock and cement seal were broken off, which resulted in a complete separation into two parts. Bottom. XMT horizontal slices of Coso 2-2 before and after hydraulic fracturing experiment with 1 wt% PAA-CO₂ at 210 °C and 272 atm confining pressure with 7 atm effective stress. After the experiment, XMT scanning was conducted by combining the two pieces (top and bottom core). The inner dashed circle indicates the size of the centered hole before hydraulic fracturing experiment, while the outer solid circle represents the diameter of the rock core. Cement slurry was placed between tubing and rock in the centered hole as well as on the external surface of the rock core for sealing purposes.

**Fig. 4.** XMT vertical slices of Coso 2-2 showing new fractures formation in rock and cement seal. Cement matrix along the fracture is carbonated (e.g., CaCO₃ precipitation in cement pores) as a result of the reaction with CO₂ fluid during the fracturing experiment.
CFD modeling and fracture network description on rock cores Coso 1-2 and Coso 2-2 geothermal field

Rock sample Coso 1-2
As described above, rock sample Coso 1-2 manifested microfractures with sizes smaller than 30 µm that were difficult to track down by XMT analysis. Nevertheless, comparison of Coso 1-2 sample before and after fracturing showed some local fractures with larger aperture that were able to be captured by XMT, but could not be modeled by CFD due to the resolution limit of the XMT instrument. Fig. S17 shows a 3D image of a local fracture confirming that aqueous PAA-CO₂ fluid can create fractures causing a dramatic overall increase in rock permeability as compared to the original rock sample as also demonstrated by the seepage KI experiment.

Fig. 5. (A) Isosurface of the fractures created in Coso 2-2 along with a vertical XMT slice. The center hole was considered to be the inlet of the 3D model, where flow was driven by specified velocity and the outlet was assumed to be the interface between the rock sample and the surrounding cement seal. (B) Stream-traces colored by absolute velocity. (C) and (D) represent velocity vectors colored by absolute velocity and contours of absolute velocity, respectively.

Rock sample Coso 2-2
CFD modeling on rock sample Coso 2-2 exhibited a significant increase in flow fluid and thus permeability due to new fractures generated by the hydraulic fracturing experiment performed using aqueous PAA-CO₂ fluid system. Due to the sample treatment and location of the hydraulic fractures, the fractures in the rock sample and cement seal region could not be differentiated (Fig. 5A). Hence, the 3D model for the CFD simulation and permeability computation consisted of fractures in both the rock and cement seal. Roughly, 63% of the model volume consisted of the fractured rock. Fig. 5B, 5C and 5D show stream traces, volumetric velocity vectors and contours colored by absolute velocity, respectively. Since the fracture formation is in the horizontal plane of the rock sample, the flow in the drill hole encounters a nearly 90° turn and enters the fracture, which has a smaller cross-sectional area. Due to the reduced cross-sectional area, the flow accelerates and this acceleration of flow is evident in Figs. 5B, 5C and 5D where high-speed velocity regions can be noticed around the drilled hole. From Figs. 5C and 5D, it can be noticed that the significantly reduced flow in the fracture located in the cement seal region. This could be attributed to the fact that the connectivity between the fracture in the cement seal region and the drill hole is limited, thereby diverting the fluid into fractures in the rock sample region. Hence, we can notice more flow and higher fluid velocity in fractures located in the rock sample region compared to the fractures that originated in the cement region where the flow and fluid velocities are negligible (Fig. 5C and 5D). The overall fracture permeability of the sample was \(1.81 \times 10^{-13} \text{ m}^2\) (180 mD). This represents a remarkable stimulation of the permeability in the core sample. The pre-fracturing permeability was too low to measure, and the post-fracturing permeability is comparable to a high-permeability aquifer (i.e., well-sorted gravel) [48]. It should be noted that the Coso geothermal field samples fractured in this work are mainly diorite rock samples, one of the strongest existing rocks with compressive strengths in the range of 1500-2000 atm.[49, 50] Hydrated Portland cement (water/cement ratio = 0.4) has compressive strength of ~ 350 atm which, although lower than diorite, it is still higher than most sedimentary rocks.[49, 51] In other words, the aqueous PAA-CO₂ fracturing fluid can reproducibly create fracture networks in low permeability rock demonstrating the exceptional potential of this fluid technology to increase reservoir permeability and enable the feasibility of EGS. This clearly shows that the CO₂-activation is key to the fracturing power of these fluids, thus showcasing new chemistry and enhanced fracturing potential compared to all comparable fluids used industrially.

Estimated environmental impact of the reported fluid

One of the primary environmental benefits of the PAA solutions is that in principle, any dissolved emulsions/gels can be recovered with the water and then treated on the surface and recycled or removed from the well. PAA solutions can be recovered by simple depressurization of CO₂ and/or by using any dilute acid (hydrochloric or sulfuric acid) as indicated by the work of Weiss et al.[36, 38] Weiss had shown that acid can liberate CO₂ from carbamate/bicarbonates in the gel, but acid also catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea bonds of the crosslinked PAA. We propose a more environmentally benign option utilizing acidic ion exchange resins, where the PAA solution could be filtered through the resin and PAA can be recovered. Any dissolved counters or minerals in the brine can then be contained within the resins. Recovery and reactivation of the PAA is a current focus of study in our laboratory.

PAA solutions are not expected to contribute to any significant environmental damage and should pose little toxicity threat if it were to accumulate in a reservoir. PAA that accumulates within the rock may undergo thermal decomposition, though there is little to no published thermal or chemical degradation data available on PAA or its solutions. It should be noted that the hydrogel formed by CO₂-triggered crosslinking of the PAA appeared to be stable in our experiments at temperatures as high as 330 °C in our testing. If degradation were to occur, we anticipate thermal or chemical decomposition of the polymer into ammonia (which would be promptly converted to ammonium hydroxide or ammonium carbonate/bicarbonate and subsequently mineralized) and polypropylene. Some accumulation of polypropylene may occur in the rock, but no more than tailings from other polymers in conventional fracking fluids. Polypropylene is known to thermally decompose into alkanes and alkenes,[52, 53] which are likely to be present in the shale oil/gas trapped inside the fractured rock to begin with. Thus, we project that any decomposition product should cause little to no more environmental damage than that of the organics entailed in the rock prior to fracturing. A follow on study will focus
Conclusions and implications for enhanced geothermal and hydrocarbons systems

This work reports for the first time a switchable hydraulic fracturing fluid that undergoes a reversible, large and fast (seconds) volume expansion with a simultaneous increase in viscosity triggered by CO$_2$ at temperatures relevant for reservoir stimulation in EGS. The main goal of this work is to demonstrate proof of concept on a novel fracturing fluid that can create a significantly large mechanical stress in the confined environments of the fracture networks, specifically at EGS depths of interest, creating fractures at effective stress at least an order of magnitude lower than current technology. Although the actual measurement of the pressure “spike” was not determined, due to the degree of complexity and technical challenge this measurement entails, the remarkable performance of the fluid system was demonstrated by carrying out high pressure/temperature laboratory-scale experiments that simulated reservoir stimulation conditions at different depths (different confining P and T) on actual EGS reservoir samples. Fracture creation with the corresponding permeability enhancement was successfully achieved with minimum effective stress (≥7 atm, an order of magnitude lower than conventional fracturing fluids) independently of the confinement pressure. Aqueous PAA-CO$_2$ mixtures also showed significantly higher viscosities than conventional rheology modifiers at similar pressures and temperatures due to the cross-linking reaction of PAA with CO$_2$, which was demonstrated by chemical speciation studies using in situ HP-HT $^{13}$C MAS-NMR. In addition, PAA shows shear-thinning behavior, an additional critical advantage for the use of this fluid system in reservoir stimulation; shear-thinning supports fluid propagation and proppant transport into the reservoir at high shear rates.

This study also demonstrates that PAA-CO$_2$ fluid systems are rheoreversible (e.g., liquid to gel and gel to liquid)[37] by adjusting the CO$_2$ pressure. Alternatively, the hydrogel can be converted into a liquid with the addition of any diluted acid.[42] Although a thorough study (which is outside the scope of the present work) is required to learn about the potential recovery of these fluids after proppant emplacement, the rheoreversible behavior of PAA suggest the feasibility of removal of the hydraulic fracturing polymers from geothermal reservoirs during post-fracturing cleanup. This could be done by converting the hydrogel to a liquid PAA solution that can be pumped back to the surface for recycling. These features demonstrate the potential of CO$_2$-reactive rheoreversible hydraulic fracturing fluids to increase energy production from EGS reservoirs while minimizing reservoir creation cost and environmental impact. For this proposed alternative method to conventional fracturing, PAA would be injected in series followed by injection of CO$_2$. PAA can then be removed upon CO$_2$ depressurization or injection of a weak acid. This will eliminate the need to use shear thinning fluids (xanthan or guar gum), surfactants (SDS), cross linkers and breakers. PAA is also an antioxidant and biocide which will replace the use of common corrosion inhibitors such as formic acid and biocides such as chlorine. Since PAA-CO$_2$ hydraulic fracturing fluids could create/propagate fracture networks more efficiently than current technology (owing to the described additional stress created during volume expansion), environmental problems associated with a large volume of flowback water will be reduced. This is because significantly lower volumes of water will be required for reservoir stimulation, decreasing the volume of wastewater produced. As mentioned earlier, removing injected chemicals from the subsurface after fracturing, which is the intent of stimul-
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A reversible CO₂-triggered volume expansion significantly lowers the fracture initiation pressure in highly impermeable crystalline rock as compared to conventional fracturing fluids.